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United Nations Origins 1938-1942
Roosevelt and Churchill Mold a New World Peace Organization

Exhibit Focus and Purpose
This eight frame thematic exhibit focuses on world events and the actions of President Franklin 
Roosevelt and Prime Minister Winston Churchill which influenced the WWII Allied nations’ plans to 
establish a replacement international peace organization for the failing League of Nations.

Exhibit Development and Scope
The exhibit progresses chronologically from the political rise of Adolf Hitler to major accords such as 
the ‘Four Freedoms Speech’, ‘Declaration of St. James Palace’, ‘Atlantic Charter’ and ‘Declaration by 
United Nations’, among others.
The exhibit ends with the transformation of the ‘Inter-Allied Information Office’, founded in 1940, into 
the ‘United Nations Information Office’ in 1942. It was the earliest embodiment of what would formal-
ly become the formal United Nations organization founded in San Francisco, California in 1945, nearly 
three years later.

Exhibit Plan  (literature references)  (time period)
1 Before the Storm  Leading into 1938
2 Political Climate Change  January 1938 - August 1939
3 Catalyst for Action  September 1939 - October 1941
4 A Plea and a Plan  May 1940 - August 1941
5 The First Summit  2 - 17 August 1941
6 America Joins the War  September - December 1941
7 A Formal Agreement on Cooperation  22  December 1941 - 2 January 1942
8 A New Horizon  20 January - November 1942
9 Epilogue  January 1945 - July 1946

PLEASE NOTE :  Expanded exhibit plan chapter summaries on the title page assist viewers in under-
standing the event context and sequence of each period. Headers include key events (in parenthesis and 
red text), vital actions in development of the United Nations. The synopsis and title page combination 
enhances jury overview.

Challenge
Mail related to many events and organizations is either not recorded or scarce and therefore a major 
acquisition challenge. The thematic approach allows some documentation through mail of the period, 
however official service mail of some organizations is only recorded out of period (ie. 1943) and is in-
cluded as appropriate.

Philatelic Knowledge and Elements
Descriptions of items demonstrate general philatelic knowledge (rates, rarity or appropriate informa-
tion). The story-line is illustrated with a great variety of diverse elements to demonstrate subject details 
and balanced presentation.

Personal Research
Thematic research of the time period, personalities and historical events allow the exhibit to include 
little known subject information. Philatelic research with specialty collectors world-wide since 1975 
contributed to determining material scarcity. Exhibitor contributes League of Nations and U.N. related 
research, articles and images to the UNPI ‘Journal’.
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Condition and Rarity
Service mail is rarely pristine; creases, small tears or missing corners indicate actual transit. Rarity is 
determined from articles, monographs, census, exhibits, web sites and personal research. Items with 
interesting or unusual traits are described in bold italicized text. Key items (fewer than 10 reported / 
recorded) are matted in blue.

	 •	League	of	Nations	-	Overprint	rotated	180	degree	error,	100	printed.
	 •	League	of	Nations	-	Office	of	High	Commissioner	for	German	Refugees	service	mail,	3 recorded
	 •	Refugees	-	Intergovernmental	Committee	on	Refugees	inter-office	mail,	1 recorded
	 •	French	identity	card	for	foreigners	with	Nansen	Russian	Refugee	revenue	stamps,	 <10 reported
	 •	League	service	cover	from	temporary	LoN	Economic/Financial/Transit	offices	in	USA,	4 recorded
	 •	Block	of	four,	Nations	United	for	Victory	issue	signed	by	designer	Leon	Helguera,	2 reported
	 •	International	Bureau	of	Education	label	on	Federation	for	Simplified	Spelling	cover,	1 recorded
	 •	B.E.P.	photo	essays	for	2¢	commemorative	issue	on	official	Bureau	presentation	page,	1 recorded
 •	B.E.P.	photo	essays	for	Roosevelt	issue	on	official	Bureau	presentation	page,	1 recorded
	 •	Certificate	of	mailing	from	U.N.	Post	Office	using	1¢	U.N.	1951	definitive	issue,	2 recorded
	 •	U.S.S.	Augusta	cover	mailed	aboard	ship	the	day	the	Atlantic	Charter	was	announced,	1 recorded
	 •	Cover	to	Winston	Churchill	(c/o	Roosevelt)	at	the	Arcadia	Conference	in	Washington,	5 reported
	 •	Australian	1945	‘Peace’	issue	on	un-watermarked	paper,	not	regularly	issued	-	1 sheet printed
	 •	United	Nations	Information	Office	‘In	War	and	Peace	-	United	Nations’	meter	last	day	of	use
	 •	U.N.	San	Francisco	Conference	service	cover	-	mailed	on	day	the	U.N.	Charter	was	signed

What is not here
1 cover, addressed to the H.M.S. Prince of Wales (it never reached the ship), is property of a New Zea-
land collector. Identifiable mail from the ship is unknown. (launched 19 Jan 1941 - lost 10 Dec 1941)

Historical Notes
• The Allied nations referred to themselves loosely as the ‘united nations’ as early as 1941.
• Souvenir envelopes were printed by order of President Roosevelt for use by ship crews with commem-

orative cancellations applied after the fact. As family heirlooms, they’re difficult to find (2 examples).
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